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Abstract

There is an emerging focus on real-time data stream analysis on mobile
devices. A wide range of data stream processing applications are targeted to
run on mobile handheld devices with limited computational capabilities such
as patient monitoring, driver monitoring, providing real-time analysis and vi-
sualisation for emergency and disaster management, real-time optimisation for
courier pick-up and delivery etc. There are many challenges in visualisation
of the analysis/data stream mining results on a mobile device. These include
coping with the small screen real-estate and effective presentation of highly
dynamic and real-time analysis. This paper proposes a generic theory for visu-
alisation on small screens that we term Adaptive Clutter Reduction ACR. Based
on ACR, we have developed and experimentally validated a novel data stream
clustering result visualisation technique that we term Clutter-Aware Clustering
Visualiser CACV and its enhancement of enabling user interactivity that we
term iCACV. Experimental results on both synthetic and real datasets using the
Google Andriod platform are presented proving the effectiveness of the proposed
techniques.

1. Introduction

The phenomenal growth of mobile devices coupled with their ever-increasing
computational capacity presents an exciting new opportunity for real-time, intel-
ligent data analysis in pervasive/ubiquitous environments. Ubiquitous/Mobile
Data Mining is the process of analysing data streams using mobile and/or em-
bedded devices (e.g. sensors) to support critical applications such as mobile
healthcare, intelligent transportation systems, and emergency/disaster manage-
ment like bushfires.
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The typical constraints that have to be addressed in performing mobile data
mining are: (1) data streams are generated and sent in real-time in a stream for-
mat [14] with little or no potential for persistent storage, (2) resource constraints
include limited computational resources such as memory, processor speed, net-
work bandwidth, battery power, and screen real-estate, (3) temporal constraints
refer to real-time information and decision-making needs that, in turn, neces-
sitate the analysis to be online, incremental and continuous, (4) mobility of
users and devices and the connectivity issues thereof, and (5) adaptation of
the analysis process to varying/dynamically changing resource-levels and user
needs.

In the last few years, rapid strides have been made in accurately and ef-
ficiently mining high speed data streams [16] in mobile devices such as Per-
sonal Digital Assistants (PDAs) [10, 11, 6] and there is a growing focus on ”in-
network” processing using embedded devices such as sensor nodes [7, 12, 13].
Kargupta et al. [11] have developed a client/server data stream mining system:
MobiMine which focuses on data stream mining applications for stock market
data. Kargupta et al. in the Vehicle Data Stream Mining System VEDAS [10]
develop algorithms that are operational on a PDA. VEDAS is a data stream
mining system that allows continuous monitoring and pattern extraction from
data streams generated on-board a moving vehicle. MOLEC [13] is a mobile
cardiac monitoring system that aims to analyse ECG signals to identify a range
of anomalies and arrhythmias using decision trees that were built off-line. In [7],
real-time mining of information from in-vehicle sensors to minimise driver dis-
traction is proposed through adaptation of the instance-selection process based
on changes to the data distribution. Dynamic adaptation to data rates and fine
tuning of processing parameters can significantly enhance the longevity of con-
tinuous real-time processing of data streams in mobile environments. Several
mobile data stream mining algorithms have been proposed that operate using
the principles of adaptation for Clustering, Change Detection, Classification and
Frequent Items Analysis [6, 8, 9]. In summary, these techniques leverage the
body of work that exists in mining data streams and aim to enable the operation
of these algorithms in resource-constrained environments [9].

However, there are currently no general strategies for visualisation developed
or available for mobile data mining. Thus, while much research has focused on
developing novel ways of analysing data in real-time on mobile devices, there
have not been specific techniques developed for visualisation of the analysis.
We do note that visualising data streams has been the focus of recent research
[28, 29, 30]. This can be primarily attributed to the fact that it is only now
that even analysis is possible on mobile devices. visualisation of the results
from analysis in real-time is therefore an emerging challenge - but one that is
vital in order to effectively leverage the benefits of mobile data mining to enable
real-time decision making by mobile users. The key challenges to visualisation
of mobile data mining are:

1. The small screen real-estate of mobile phones/PDAs and therefore the
need to effectively use this limited screen space to present useful and easy-
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to-understand information;

2. The need to dynamically perform computations relating to visualisation;
and

3. The need to rapidly change the visualisation so that they capture and
reflect accurately the current state of the underlying analysis process.

In this paper, we present a generic approach for real-time visualisation for
mobile data mining - Adaptive Clutter Reduction ACR. This approach is based
on the principles of clutter-reduction [18]. In general, visualisation theory stud-
ies have established that reducing the clutter on the screen is a key to improving
perception and understanding of information that is presented. An evaluation
of clutter levels of traditional visualisation techniques has been discussed in
[18]. The issue of on-screen clutter becomes significant in the context of mobile
devices which have much smaller screens than traditional desktops (on which
the aforementioned studies have been conducted). In addition, it becomes much
more acute when visualisation is for a continuous, rapid and dynamically chang-
ing situation as is typical for mobile data mining applications such as monitoring
heart-patient ECGs or analysing mobile police personnel locations in real-time.

Based on our ACR approach, we have developed the first clutter-aware data
stream clustering visualiser for mobile data mining that automatically considers
the amount of information presented on a screen and dynamically adjusts the
way this information is presented to reduce clutter and therefore increase com-
prehension/ease of understanding. The technique is further sophisticated by the
inclusion of elements that allow this adaptive visualisation to be personalised to
the user and the ability of the visualiser to adapt the process in relation to the
available energy/battery levels on the device. There are three main variables
that need to be factored. First, there are a large number of mobile devices
each with varying screen sizes and computational capability. Second, the range
of applications for which mobile data mining can be used and the consequent
application specific needs for visualisation is also highly variant. Thirdly, there
is the variation in different users’ ability to process information present on the
screen. Given these variables, our clutter-aware visualisation algorithm allows
changing at anytime the key thresholds that control the visualisation process,
such as how much of clutter is tolerable for a user and what frequency of infor-
mation update is required by a user. Thus, the technique is not merely adaptive
to clutter-levels on the screen, but is also flexible enough to be tailored to each
user’s personal preferences. Furthermore, these preferences can be changed at
anytime while the analysis and visualisation is occurring, thereby enabling it to
be dynamically instrumented for changing situations.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 presents related
work in the area of clutter reduction techniques. Section 3 presents our Adap-
tive Clutter Reduction ACR theory. Section 4 details our Clutter-Aware Clus-
tering Visualiser CACV technique based on the theory of ACR. An important
enhancement to CACV that enables user interaction is given in Section 5. Sec-
tion 6 shows detailed experimental study. Finally the paper is concluded in
Section 7.
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2. Related Work

Our review of related work is discussed in the context of two areas: 1. the
broad area of visual clutter reduction techniques, and 2. the existing techniques
for UDM visualisation, which is in its nascent stage of growth and evolution.
The problem of cluttered screens for information visualisation has long being
studied [18] and a comprehensive review and taxonomy of such techniques is
presented in [18]. Many clutter reduction techniques has been proposed in the
literature and have been shown to improve the understanding of the underlying
information visualised on the screen. These techniques have been categorised
into three broad categories pertaining to the appearance, spatial distortion or
temporal aspects of the information [18]. The first category of clutter reduction
techniques focuses on changing how each data item is represented on the screen.
Techniques under this category include: sampling, filtering, changing point size,
changing opacity and clustering. Each of these techniques decreases the screen
clutter in one of the following ways: displaying only subset of the data points,
displaying a summary of these points, and changing the size of each displayed
point. The second category of clutter reduction techniques changes the dis-
tances among the points. Techniques under this category include: point/line
displacement, topological distortion, space-filling, pixel plotting, or dimensional
reordering. The third of category of clutter reduction techniques represents data
that could be displayed with a temporal dimension. Thus, animation is the only
technique used under this category. These techniques are typically characterised
by features such as avoiding overlap as well as displaying overlap density, keep-
ing spatial information (for geo-coding applications), providing localised views
(e.g. by allowing zooming into details), being scalable and coping with large
datasets, and allowing interaction and adjustability.

Research conducted by Cuzzocrea et al [1, 2] on the efficient visualisation of
multidimensional data cubes is also related to our work. It has been proposed
to use the OLAP dimension flattening process to result in two dimensional
OLAP views of the data cube. This is specially important for visualisation on
small devices like smartphones and tablet computers. Moreover, a system for
delivering OLAP services to mobile devices has been proposed and developed as
reported in [3]. A compressed quad-tree representation of data cubes has been
used with the number of splits adapted to the available storage space. This
allows the structure to be used efficiently on small devices with limited storage
capacity.

While the range of available visualisation techniques to operate on both
small and large screens can reduce the clutter in different ways, to the best of
our knowledge, none of these techniques operate in a manner whereby they are
aware of the extent of cluttering.

3. Adaptive Clutter Reduction Theory

Our CACV is based on a theoretical framework that brings together the
informative, perception and screen clutter levels. The notion of clutter has
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been discussed in depth in [18]. More formally, we define clutter as having
the number of visualised units (e.g., clusters, nodes in a decision tree, etc.)
exceeding a pre-set threshold by the user, and/or the amount of screen space
occupied as a percentage of the total screen area exceeding a pre-set threshold
by the user.

A definition of clutter using mathematical notation could be defined as fol-
lows. Let u a unit of display on the display and s(u) be the screen space occupied
by the unit u at a given time t. Let there be n units on the screen. Two user
thresholds are pre-set: (1) utn: a user threshold for the number of units, and
(2) uts: a user threshold for screen occupancy. As such a screen clutter occurs
when (n > utn) ∨ (s(u)× n > uts).

Our CACV is based on a theoretical framework that brings together the
informative, perception and screen clutter levels. It is based on the following
two corollaries.

Corollary 3.1. Let i(v) be the informative level of the visualizer v, and c(v) be
the level of clutter on the screen. It is established that i(v) α c(v).

Corollary 3.1 states that the more information visualised on the screen, the
more cluttered the screen is. For example, if the user initiates simultaneous
applications, each running on a different window, then the clutter on the screen
increases. Because the number of items presented on the screen has been multi-
plied by the number of running applications. In the context of the data mining
applications, examples that show clearly the relationship i(v) α c(v) include:

• The number of clusters on the screen represents i(v). This implies that
the more clusters the user can see on the screen, the more information
about the underlying data is simultaneously presented. However, it is
clear also that the higher number of clusters presented on the screen, the
more clutter the screen is (higher c(v)).

• Having a higher number of nodes in a decision tree implies higher i(v) and
consequently higher c(v).

• When using histograms to represent frequent items, the more items pre-
sented simultaneously on the screen, the higher both i(v) and c(v) are.

Corollary 3.2. Let p(v) be the level of perception of the visualised results. It
is established that p(v) α 1

c(v) .

Corollary 3.2 refers that although the screen is more informative by increas-
ing the level of clutter, it is actually less understandable when perceived by the
user. For example, if the number of simultaneously displayed windows on the
screen is greater than five, the user can hardly benefit from the five opened
windows at the same time. This is especially true when the size of the screen is
limited as in the case of PDAs and smart mobile phones. In this case, the user
can hardly see the items on each window. Having the same analogy with data
mining applications, we can identify the following examples:
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• The higher the number of clusters presented simultaneously on the screen
(higher c(v)), the less understandable the underlying data is (lower p(v)).

• The greater the number of nodes and branches presented on the screen
for a decision tree (higher c(v)) results in difficulty of using the tree due
to the difficulty of perception (lower p(v)).

• The greater the number of frequent items presented simultaneously using a
histogram (higher c(v), the less understandable the presented graph (lower
p(v)).

Theorem 3.3. At any point in time t, ACR based technique minimize(c(v))
while maximize(i(v), p(v))

Theorem 3.3 refers to our theoretical underpinning of the developed tech-
nique proposed in this paper. The technique aims all the time to achieve the
contradictory objectives of maximising both i(v) and p(v), while maintaining a
minimal user set c(v). To achieve this goal, different levels of i(v) have been
identified according to the visualisation mode. Also measures of c(v) has been
used to identify which level of i(v) to be used at any point in time t. The re-
lationship between i(v) and c(v) from one side and p(v) from the other side is
depicted in Figure 1. This figure represents that as the amount of information
i(v) increases over time, there is a subsequent increase in the amount of screen
clutter c(v). In contrast, increasing screen clutter c(v) results in decrease of user
perception p(v).The intersection point in the figure is the ultimate objective of
any ACR based technique. Our Clutter-aware Clustering Visualiser (CACV)
algorithm based on above ACR theory is detailed in the following section.

Figure 1: Relationship between i(v), c(v), and p(v)

4. Clutter-aware Clustering Visualizer

The visualisation process in any mobile/ubiquitous data mining context oc-
curs as follows. The data from various sources such as sensors is sent as a
continuous stream to the mobile device. The data is analysed by the mobile
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data mining algorithm on the phone. The results from the analysis process are
sent to the visualisation component which processes this incoming knowledge
and presents the results on the mobile device’s screen. Clearly, the visualisation
process is closely linked with the analysis process as it has to display the output
of the analysis process. Furthermore, there is a clear implication that the visual-
isation strategy would also vary depending on the underlying analysis technique.
Thus, while our proposed visualisation technique in principle is general enough
to support a range of mobile data analysis techniques, the algorithm presented
here and its implementation are for a specific subclass of analysis techniques.
In particular, we have focused on point-based clustering techniques. Typical
analysis algorithms in this category include Light-weight Clustering (LWC) [5],
RA-Cluster [20] and Very-Fast K-Means (VFKM) [4].

Point-based clustering techniques, in the context of mobile data mining, pro-
cess incoming data streams and assign data items/records in real-time to existing
clusters or create new clusters based on distance measures. The incoming data
items are processed in a one-pass mechanism and are not persistently stored.
The resource-aware techniques for point-based clustering that we have developed
namely LWC, RA-Cluster and RA-VFKM [5, 16, 20] also perform adaptation of
the clustering process according to available resource-levels, incoming data rates
and rate of generating new clusters. These clustering techniques in general are
useful for mobile data analysis applications such as analysing incoming calls to
mobile field personnel during an emergency, analysing taxi requests with respect
to the context of the driver such as current drop-off location, analysing heart
rates to detect when the rates are outside the normal range etc. While many
clustering techniques only focus on clusters that grow, we have also extended
this process to allow for shrinking of clusters which is relevant in applications
such as emergency calls, taxi requests to represent the current tasks that need
to be processed. An updated version of LWC to support both growing and
shrinking clusters has been developed.

We measure clutter (c(v)) as in terms of two diverse attributes. One per-
tains to the percentage of the screen occupied by the clusters generated and
shown on the screen. The second pertains to the percentage of clusters that
overlap/intersect with one another on the screen. This approach to looking at
clutter is consistent with how clutter is defined in the literature in terms of the
amount of information presented on the screen. If this amount or some aspects
of the information (i(v)) that is presented has the ability to reduce the under-
standing/comprehension of the information that is presented (p(v)), then this
can be treated as clutter. In the context of clustering, if two or more clusters
intersect/overlap then it becomes unclear and indistinguishable. Thus, our ap-
proach to clutter-awareness is through allowing users to determine what level of
screen occupancy and cluster overlap is tolerable for them given their context
and dynamically adapt the visualisation in real-time according to these prefer-
ences. We also allow these levels to be changed at any point of time while the
analysis and visualisation is happening. Our clutter-aware clustering visualisa-
tion algorithm starts by accepting four settings from the user. The first is the
acceptable level of coverage on the screen (CT ). The second parameter is the al-
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lowable percentage of overlapping between clusters (OT ). The third parameter
is the duration between each two consecutive screen refresh events (RefSc). It
is worth mentioning that such parameters are essential due to differences among
applications, users, varying screen sizes of mobile phones which in turn results
in differences in what is an appropriate amount of information presented on the
screen. The last parameter is the maximum number of clusters to be presented
on the screen (NocThreshold).

The actual process starts with drawing the clusters on the screen having
each cluster size reflecting the number of points/data items in this cluster. This
process is followed by the periodic assessment of the percentage of coverage
(ScCov) and cluster overlapping (OvClu) against the preset thresholds (CT )
and (OT ) for coverage and overlap percentages respectively. ScCov and OvClu
are the two measurements of c(v) in the ACR theory. This is done over fixed
intervals of refreshing the screen (RefSc). If one of these measurements exceeds
the user set parameter, the visualisation scheme changes dynamically to the
first level of adaptation, scaling. Scaling is done such that all the clusters on
the screen have their sizes reduced by a scaling factor (ScaleFactor) under the
condition that the smallest cluster size is not less than a cluster with only one
point in the normal mode. If after the first level of clutter-aware adaptation,
the screen is still cluttered with the current occupancy being greater than the
specified threshold, the percentage of overlapping clusters exceeds the acceptable
overlap threshold, or the smallest cluster is underscaled (min(w′

i) < 1), our
visualiser switches to the next level of adaptation, shading. w′

i is the number of
points in cluster ci multiplied by the scaling factor (ScaleFactor). The shading
is done by setting all the clusters to the same default size. Each cluster is drawn
with different intensity of colour/shade. The darkest cluster represents the
stronger ones with highest number of points, while the white clusters represents
the ones with lowest number of points. If one of the two conditions of cluttering
or cluster overlapping still holds, or the number of clusters (NumOfClusters)
on the screen is greater than a preset threshold(NocThreshold), the visualiser
switches to its highest level of adaptation, cluster selection. This is done by
selecting only active clusters to be represented on the screen. We define active
clusters as the ones that have attracted new data points in the most recent
time intervals. The clutter-aware adaptive cluster visualisation is shown below
in Algorithm 1. The notation used in the algorithm is defined in Table 1.
The SET (V IS) in the algorithm defines the level of adaptation. The level of
adaptation affects p(v) in the ACR theory.

In the context of mining data streams on mobile devices, energy consump-
tion and management is a critical aspect [21, 20]. According to [21], the total
energy consumption of data mining applications on mobile devices consists of
energy consumption during data transmission and energy consumption of local
computation. In other words, they mathematically defined the total energy con-
sumption E = Ec+Et whereas Ec is energy consumption by local computations
and Et is energy consumption due to data transmission. It has been found that
the energy consumption of data transmission is approximately ten to hundred
times the energy consumption due to local computations. Based on this study,
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Symbol Definition
c(v) the clutter level of the visualisation v
CT the acceptable level of screen coverage in percentage
OT the allowable percentage of overlapping between clusters
RefSc the duration between each two consecutive screen refresh events
NocThreshold the maximum number of clusters to be presented on the screen
ScCov real-time percentage of coverage
OvClu real-time percentage of overlapping clusters
NumOfClusters real-time number of clusters on the screen
ScaleFactor scaling factor for cluster size modification
ci cluster i
wi scaled number of points in cluster i
SET (V IS) setting the level of adaptation

Table 1: CACV Notation

we have extended our CACV technique presented in this section to adapt to
energy consumption ensuring that the application will last its preset lifetime.

4.1. Energy Adaptation of CACV Algorithm

In the ubiquitous data mining context, local computation refers to the two
distinctive processes of data stream mining and visualisation. Since, our visual-
isation operates on data stream mining algorithms that are tailored for mobile
devices, they have built-in mechanisms for resource-aware strategies for energy
management [20]. Thus, this section focuses on the strategies for energy man-
agement for the visualisation process.

As part of identifying the key factors that impact on energy usage with re-
spect to our clutter-adaptive visualisation, we conducted several experimental
runs where algorithm parameters such as the coverage and overlap thresholds
(CT and OT ) were varied and the residual energy was measured (i.e. the life-
time of the mobile device). The evaluation was conducted on a Google Android
phone by running our CACV technique for 30 minutes and measuring the bat-
tery drain. Each test was repeated five times for each threshold parameter.
In addition, we also evaluated the traditional parameters of refresh rate and
backlight which are known heavy consumers of a mobile device’s energy. From
these evaluations, it was evident that clutter reduction parameters do not have
a significant impact on energy usage. Thus, the changing of factors such as
the coverage threshold, the overlap threshold, did not significantly change the
battery usage. However, changes to the refresh rate and the backlight did re-
sult in (as expected) significant reductions or increases in the battery levels.
Thus, a more frequent refresh rate and a high intensity back-light resulted in
greater energy usage. Given this, we developed a energy adaptation control for
the CACV algorithm, which enabled the algorithm to adjust dynamically the
refresh rate and the backlight of the device according to varying energy levels.
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Algorithm 1 CACV Algorithm

{User Settings}
input CT , OT , NocThreshold, RefSc
repeat

if RefSc is reached then
{Draw Clusters}
for each cluster ci do

Draw according SET (V IS)
SET (V IS) = Area(ci)αwi

end for
Calculate ScCov,OvClu
{Adaptation Level 1: Scaling}
if ScCov > CT ∨OvClu > OT then
ScaleF lag ← False
for each cluster ci do
w′

i ← wi × ScaleFactor
if w′

i < 1 then
ScaleF lag ← True
Break

end if
end for
if StateF lag = False then
SET (V IS) = Area(ci)αw

′
i

Calculate ScCov,OvClu
end if

end if
{Adaptation Level 2: Shading}
if ScCov > CT ∨OvClu > OT then
SET (V IS) = Color(ci)αwi

end if
Calculate ScCov,OvClu
{Adaptation Level 3: Cluster Selection}
if ScCov > CT ∨ OvClu > OT ∨ NumOfClusters > NocThreshold
then
SET (V IS) = Color(active(ci))αwi

end if
end if

until END OF THE STREAM

5. Interactive CACV

User interaction is a key consideration for mobile visualisation given differ-
ences in the screen sizes and resolution among various devices, which in turn can
significantly impact on user perception. It is also noteworthy that even on the
same device, different users may have different levels of visual perception and
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clutter tolerance. From the Human Computer Interaction (HCI) perspective, it
has been shown that interactivity is a key feature for mobile visualisation sys-
tems. That is because interactivity enables dynamic adaptation to the device
resolution, screen space as well as the user’s level of data perceptions [23, 24].
In fact, Bertin [22] mentioned that a graphic is ”no longer ’drawn’ once and for
all”, but is ’constructed’, ’reconstructed’ (manipulated), and ’reconstructed’,
until the relationships which lie within it have been perceived. Bertin also
added that a graphic is never an end in itself, and that it is a moment in the
process of decision-making. This concept is especially correct when visualis-
ing a rapidly changing analysis of a data stream. Additionally, Chittaro [24]
also pointed out that visualisation applications that have been designed with-
out considering the special requirements of the mobile environment might fail
in providing meaningful and understandable graphics and figures. Therefore,
on the basis of mobile HCI considerations [23, 24, 25], we further propose incor-
porating different features of interactivity to the CACV algorithm to enhance
the data visualisation.

The following are the enhancements made to the CACV to enable user
interaction. We refer to the enhanced version of CACV as iCACV.

• Dynamic setting of visualisation thresholds

According to Spence [26], mobile users must be in continuous control over
the data visualisation process to perceive and understand the visualised
data. This is because different portable devices have different screen size
and different resolution. Also, the users themselves have different level of
data perception. Therefore, we propose enabling the user to control what
is displayed on screen. This means that users can dynamically personalise
the visualisation parameters of the analysis algorithm based on their pref-
erences. There is a clear limitation in static and fixed setting of clutter
thresholds. To address this, we have provided visual controls for the user
to change various algorithm parameters such as coverage and overlapping
thresholds at run-time. This way, the algorithm can be personalised to
individual user/device/analysis needs.

• Selective Focusing

In some cases, clusters can be totally overlapped. Some of them may lay
over the others. This arises issues of data visualisation accuracy and clar-
ity since the main aim of data visualisation is to help users in making
decision. For instance, the user would not know which cluster in which
area, neither what is the weight of each cluster. Therefore, we propose
using a key character of data visualisation systems, namely selective fo-
cusing. Selective focusing refers to the process of enabling interaction
(touching/tabbing) to provide detailed information about clusters. We
have also implemented audio feedback to provide the user with detailed
information without increasing the level of clutter on the screen.

• Controlling the Clusters Growth
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Usually, clustering and visualising datasets result in a number of clusters
that vary in sizes. While few of those clusters grow at a rapid rate, few
others stay at a very small size. It is also possible that many clusters
grow to medium certain size and stay at that size for a long time. In
typical mobile data mining applications, the large clusters are the sig-
nificant ones to the user since they give an alert that something needs
attention in that area. In order to more optimally control the screen clut-
ter levels, we propose to dynamically decide when clusters should start
growing by specifying a cluster growth threshold. This eliminates the
clutter that is generated by the delta changes of clusters. We also indi-
cate the weight of each cluster while they are less than the cluster growth
threshold. We have also provided a demonstration that can be viewed at:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g7rlgqEIi7o

• Audio Feedback for Off-screen objects

There have been many studies about visualising the off-screen objects to
give an accurate feedback to the user while maintaining the least level
of clutter on screen [27, 25]. Some of these studies propose placing a
sign [27], some others propose having halo arcs to inform the user of the
off-screen objects [8], and many other techniques. However, it can be
noticed that such addition of information results in additional clutter on
the screen itself by adding more signs or pointers. In our iCACV, we
use text-to-speech technology in the smart phones to enable users to gain
feedback and insight of the off-screen clusters without increasing the clut-
ter on screen. We argue that implementing the interactivity via audio
feedback is not only an effective manner of communicating with the user,
but it can also be especially useful for mobile users where they cannot
keep looking at the screen at all times and may need a hands-free type
of visualisation. Likewise, when the battery level goes down, users can-
not keep the screen on for a long period of time. In this context, audio
feedback plays in a critically important role to enable users to gain feed-
back without a need to switch their mobile screen ON. Turning the audio
feedback on will provide audio alarms whenever clusters grow to a certain
threshold (Audio Threshold). We have made the demonstration available
at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g7rlgqEIi7o.

• Screen Fencing of Clusters

While the CACV offers an innovative adaptation of clusters for clutter-
reduction purposes, it does the adaptation for all the clusters, regardless of
whether they are on or off-screen. This consumes additional computational
and energy resources. Therefore, we propose making the system aware of
the dimensions of the on-screen (visible) coordinates. Thereby, before
any adaptation or visualisation is done, the new incoming data item is
checked, if it lies within the on-screen map dimensions, the object will be
clustered and visualised. Otherwise, the new object will only be clustered
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in the backend without visualisation. This feature improves the overall
computational elegance and effectiveness of iCACV.

6. Experimental Evaluation

We have implemented our CACV algorithm with its energy adaptive strate-
gies on a Google Android mobile phone. The implementation is a UDM appli-
cation which can support a range of scenarios discussed as follows. Consider
a scenario where a taxi driver picks up a person at the airport and is driving
towards a particular suburb. By analysing the data from GPS sensors of other
taxis in that part of the city, the driver will be able to see where there is a cur-
rent concentration of taxis and determine the location that he should be heading
to. This can easily be mapped to identifying and analysing the location of mo-
bile police personnel or emergency personnel managing calls when a storm hits a
city. Another potential is for viewing growing stress levels from fire-fighting per-
sonnel deployed to different areas. The mobile device receives a stream of GPS
locations which are analysed by the LWC data stream clustering algorithm. We
use Google Maps to obtain the relevant underlay of the area maps for the GPS
clusters. The cluster results are passed to the CACV visualiser which in turn
displays in a clutter-adaptive and energy-aware manner the emergent analysis
results. Our experimental analysis is aimed to demonstrate the visual effec-
tiveness of the CACV approach in terms of being adaptive to screen clutter as
well as cluster overlap. We also demonstrate the prolonged application lifetime
that we achieve through energy adaptation. A live demonstration of our CACV
could be found at http://www.mobilemining.monash.edu/demo-location.html.

We have used both synthetic and real datasets to evaluate our techniques.
Synthetic data has been used by randomly generating the latitude and the
longitude of a location on the map within the range of suburbs in Melbourne
South East in Victoria state of Australia. Real-estate datasets have been used by
calling an API that retrieves information about properties available to let from
the website ”domain.com.au”. The retrieval of property records is done one by
one emulating the streaming data. We use the address of the property to locate
its location on the map. Then we apply our CACV technique over the outcome
data streams clustering done by our LWC [5]. One important implementation
feature we have added to the system when testing it using the real-estate dataset
is to visually allow the user to change the algorithm parameters in real-time.
This is an important feature to maximise the perception (p(v)) according to
the user’s needs. Results from these experiments are detailed in the following
subsections.

6.1. Visualisation of Clustering Results WITHOUT CACV

This experiment aims to demonstrate how critical clutter adaptation is in
the context of mobile data stream mining. The experiment is conducted by
running the clustering algorithm and the visualiser using the synthetic dataset
with no adaptation of the visualisation process to screen clutter or to overlap.
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As shown in Figure 2, it becomes very evident that in a short span of a mat-
ter of minutes, the screen of a mobile device becomes completely overwhelmed
and incomprehensible. This shows the importance of clutter awareness in the
perception (p(v)) of the visualised results.

Figure 2: Cluster visualisation without Clutter/Overlap Reduction

6.2. Effectiveness of visualisation of Clustering with Different Clutter Thresh-
olds

This experiment demonstrates the impact of the coverage threshold (CT ) on
the visualisation process using the synthetic dataset. Figures 3, 4 and 5 show
how our CACV technique adapt to the increase in the number of clusters and
in turn the increase in the levels of coverage. In Figure 3, the small number of
clusters presented on the screen makes the coverage threshold harder to reach
with the different settings of CT . It clearly shows that if the number of clusters
on the screen is easy to be interpreted, the adaptation process is not required.
However, Figures 4 and 5 show that scaling and colouring will take place when
the number of clusters grows larger and consequently the coverage threshold
(CT ) is reached.

(a) CT = 10% (b) CT = 50% (c) CT =100%

Figure 3: Cluster visualisation with Clutter Reduction Enabled with Small Number of Clusters
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(a) CT = 10% (b) CT = 50% (c) CT =100%

Figure 4: Cluster visualisation with Clutter Reduction Enabled with Medium Number of
Clusters

(a) CT = 10% (b) CT = 50% (c) CT =100%

Figure 5: Cluster visualisation with Clutter Reduction Enabled with Large Number of Clusters

6.3. Effectiveness of visualisation of Clustering with Different Overlap Thresh-
olds

Similar to the experiments in the previous section, we have conducted a set
of experiments using the synthetic datasets by varying the overlap threshold
(OT ). As expected, we can observe from Figure 6 that the smaller the number
of clusters, the less likely for them to overlap. This makes reaching the the
overlap threshold has a lower probability to occur. However, it is evident in
Figures 7 and 8 that when the number of clusters grows larger, the percentage
of overlapping clusters increases. Scaling mode could be observed in these two
figures. However, the colouring stage has not been reached. That is due to the
fact that scaling only is able to significantly reduce the percentage of overlapping
clusters.

6.4. CACV Full Algorithm

In this set of experiments, we have run the full CACV algorithm with
CT = 50% and OT = 75% over the synthetic datasets. As shown in 9, the
algorithm adapts by scaling, but it did not reach the stage of colouring given
that scaling has been able to keep both the coverage and overlapping percentages
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(a) OT = 10% (b) OT = 50% (c) OT = 100%

Figure 6: Cluster visualisation with Overlap Reduction Enabled with Small Number of Clus-
ters

(a) OT = 10% (b) OT = 50% (c) OT = 100%

Figure 7: Cluster visualisation with Overlap Reduction Enabled with Medium Number of
Clusters

(a) OT = 10% (b) OT = 50% (c) OT = 100%

Figure 8: Cluster visualisation with Overlap Reduction Enabled with Large Number of Clus-
ters

below the preset CT and OT . This gives a clear evidence of the full function-
ality of our CACV technique. The graph in Figure 10 clearly shows that the
algorithm has kept the coverage and overlapping percentages below the respec-
tive thresholds by scaling down the cluster sizes. The graph also shows that the
mode of visualisation has changed from normal to scaling, but it did not reach
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the colouring nor the visualisation of active clusters modes.

Figure 9: Screen shots of the Full CACV Technique Running

Figure 10: Tracking Different Parameters with the Full CACV Technique Running

6.5. Experiments using Realestate Dataset

Having provided a clear evidence of the functionality and performance of
the system using the synthetic datasets. Applicability of the system is shown in
the following set of experiments using real dataset from properties listed on the
website ”domain.com.au”. We have used the iCACV version of the technique
in this experimental study. The screen shots in Figure 11 show the effect of
changing both the coverage and overlap thresholds (CT and OT ). Similarly in
Figure 12, it has been shown that when the coverage threshold is set statically
to 60%, the mode of the visualisation has stayed in the normal mode for most
of the running time. On the other hand, when we dynamically changed the
threshold from 20% to 40%, the mode of visualisation changes more frequently
according to the set coverage threshold (CT ).
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(a) Starting (b) Scaling mode (c) Overlap threshold effect

(d) Coverage threshold re-
duction

(e) Coverage threshold in-
crease

(f) Highest thresholds

Figure 11: CACV using Realestate Dataset

(a) Static Coverage Threshold Set to 60% (b) Dynamic Coverage Threshold from
20% to 40%

Figure 12: Static versus Dynamic Coverage Thresholds

We have run this experiment again for a short period time and for a longer
time to show the effect of varying the coverage threshold on the visualisation
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mode. The results of these experiments are shown in Figures 13 and 14 for the
short and long running times respectively. We can clearly see that when the
coverage threshold (CT ) is set to only 10%, the visualisation mode changes to
the scaling mode, even in the short running time. However, when the CT is est
to 50% or 100%, the visualisation mode stays in its normal mode.

(a) CT = 10% (b) CT = 50%

(c) CT = 100%

Figure 13: Coverage Threshold Effect using Realesate Dataset - Short Time

The above experiments using a real dynamic dataset show the applicability
of our proposed iCACV technique in real applications. It also confirms that
results we have achieved using the synthetic datasets.

Furthermore, Figure 15 shows that iCACV in fact enhances the performance
of our technique by reducing the clutter on the screen, while maintaining the
same number of visualised objects.

6.6. Effectiveness of the Energy Adaptation Process

The aim of this experiment is to demonstrate the effectiveness of our pro-
posed energy adaptation process. Experiments were conducted by comparing
the runtime of the application with and without adaptation by starting it from
100% battery level until the phone is completely drained. The results from 5 ex-
perimental runs establish that the normal run of the application with clustering
and visualisation can last for approximately 3 hours. With the implementation
of energy adaptation, the application was able to run for approximately 5 hours.
Thus, it is clearly evident that our visualiser with energy management strategies
enabled can almost increase the application runtime on a state of the art mobile
device by around 40%. The results are shown in Figure 16.
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(a) CT = 10% (b) CT = 50%

(c) CT = 100%

Figure 14: Coverage Threshold Effect using Realesate Dataset - Long Time

Figure 15: The percentage of clutter vs. the number of visualised objects in CACV and
iCACV

Figure 16: The Effect of Energy Adaptation
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7. Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented a novel approach for the area of visualisation for mobile
and ubiquitous data mining. The proposed technique that we termed CACV
is based on the theoretical framework of ACR based techniques detailed in this
paper. This technology has the potential to enable an entire new class of in-
telligent analysis applications for supporting mobile users. The implications
are significant for several mobile applications. This is the first attempt in the
ubiquitous/mobile data mining literature to present a systematic and generic
approach to visualisation. Furthermore, given the maturity of various mobile
data mining algorithms, the development of visualisation techniques is the nat-
ural next step to enable large scale deployment of mobile real-time analysis.
Our approach is scalable to growing and changing analysis/data rates, avoids
overlap, maintains spatial information, and allows adjusting and adapting of
threshold parameters.

Additionally, we have proposed our interactive improvised version - iCACV.
We have shown through implementation and evaluation that incorporating in-
teractivity to the mobile data stream mining visualisation systems can enhance
the data visualisation process and experience. This in return improves the user’s
chances in making better and easier decisions in real-time.

Future work includes developing visualisation techniques that are based on
clutter-awareness and adaptation for other mobile data analysis techniques (i.e.
beyond clustering) such as classification, change detection and frequent items
analysis.
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